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With SerpentiForm Bulgari pays homage to a powerful sign that has been inspiring the Maison since the late 1940s and has become one of the brand’s most
celebrated icons. In Ancient Rome the coils of the snake have been transferred to sinuous jewels intended to serve as talismans for eternal life. Revering its
Roman heritage as a constant source of creative nourishment, with the Serpenti collection Bulgari has been able to link its roots with contemporary design.
Intriguing in all its ambivalent force, the snake as a symbol has been intertwined for centuries with the story of mankind, capturing the imagination from East
to West. Indeed, there is no wonder that the mythological and ritualistic connotations of the snake are so expansive. The animal occurs in virtually every type
of natural habitat so it inevitably became embedded in the cultural traditions of diverse civilizations across the globe. Its ability to renew itself by changing skin,
to remain in contact with the earth and at the same time rise above it, to sinuously coil itself up, or to defeat threatening predators, has fed myths and legends
inspiring artists in many fields. Such an extraordinarily versatile motif, that lends itself to being interpreted in increasingly realistic or stylised fashion, underlining
its powerful symbolic significance or the exquisite beauty of its sinuosity and suppleness is truly a token of sheer, unbridled creativity.
Whether interpreted in a realistic or geometrically abstract manner, the snake winds its way through Bulgari’s history as an embodiment of a style that is in
constant evolution yet remains true to its own distinctive codes: namely, a love of colour, the elegant juxtaposition of materials, unmistakable wearability and
state-of-the art goldsmith techniques.
SerpentiForm is an eclectic journey that follows the traces of the snake bridging the legends with the worlds of jewellery, contemporary art, photography, fashion
and design, showing how the flexuous reptile has stimulated the imagination of artists with such profoundly different styles and forms of expression. The Serpenti
creations alongside the irony of Keith Haring, the colourful playfulness of Niki de Saint Phalle, the simple and intense lines of Alexander Calder, the dreamy abstraction of Marc Chagall, the eccentric three-dimensional tricot of Joana Vasconcelos - to name just a few of the artists featured in the exhibition - will illustrate
how the eclectic and multiform snake-inspiration has been feeding the inexhaustible creativity of Bulgari and the contemporary art scene.

Jean-Christophe Babin
Bulgari CEO
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Snakes are found in every continent and habitat except Antarctica, with
almost 3,000 species scientifically described, so they inevitably have become
part of the vast pantheon of human mythologies. Different cultures and
societies across the globe share a commonality of attributes to snakes and
their symbolic value and meaning. Foremost among these is their association
with the giving of life and the processes of renewal, rebirth and healing, a view
of them as immortal creatures capable of reincarnation and transformation
into different physical forms and time frames. Endowed with wisdom, as
well as mystical and magical qualities, snakes were traditionally prayed to as
a way of eliciting beneficial influences over human activities, both communal
and individual. Traditional societies were always respectful of the potential of
the creatures they venerated to be powerful and destructive when angry.
Acts of snake worship therefore also served as appeasement, placating what
might otherwise be disruptive elements and helping keep an often delicately
balanced system of beliefs in order.
One of the main creation myths in China is centered about the two leading
gods Nuwa and Fuxi, depicted holding the tools of creation: a compass and a
square, respectively. In some representations they are shown with elongated
and interlocked snake-like tails, read by some authorities as indicating a
belief in their ability to connect the earthly realm with the celestial sphere.

Zhenmushou, creature protecting the tomb,
with snake, Northern China, 6th - 7th century AD
Terracotta
33.6 cm
Mao, Museo d’Arte Orientale, Torino
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Divinity protecting the tomb, Sichuan, China,
second half of 2nd century AD
Terracotta
98.6 cm
Mao, Museo d’Arte Orientale, Torino

Nuwa is generally attributed in Chinese folklore as the creator of the first
humans, which were fashioned one at a time from lumps of clay moulded in
Nuwa’s own hands.
People of Australia revere as well heir great creator god, the Rainbow Serpent.
This deity is called by many different names across the country and the precise
nature and actions of the god vary widely. However, the common belief is that
the Rainbow Serpent first emerged during the creation, rearing up from under
the ground and slithering across the previously flat landscape as the bringer
of life, its vast bulk shaping mountains, valleys and watercourses, with which it
remains closely associated. The appearance of a rainbow is read as a sign of the
serpent moving from one location to another, on journeys connected with the
bringing of water and fertility to otherwise barren situations.
The Plumed Serpent, a mix of a bird (the Resplendent Quetzal Pharomachrus
mocinno, revered for its extravagant iridescent plumage) and a rattlesnake, is
one of the most enduring deities in ancient Mesoamerica. Often called Quetzalcóatl, from the Nahuatl words for quetzal and snake, he was regarded as
the god of wind and rain, and therefore of life – the creator of the cosmos and
of humanity. Quetzalcóatl was to play an important role in the history of the
Americas in the sense that when Montezuma, the Aztec ruler, was faced with
the arrival in his territory of the Spanish adventurer Hernán Cortés in 1519,

Statue of Osiris Chronokrator wrapped
in the coils of the snake Aion,
late 2nd - early 3rd century AD
Parian marble, Luna marble (head)
60 cm
Musei Reali di Torino - Museo d’Antichità

Buddha sheltered by the Naga Muchalinda,
early 12th century, Angkor Wat period
Hard and polished sandstone
110 cm
Solomon family collection
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he saw the invaders as the reincarnation of the feathered serpent god
and chose not to fight them. His decision proved to have profound
implications for the history of Central and South America.
Deeply linked with the concept of creation is fertility, with a fascination
that often leads to ophiolatry, the attribution of divine or sacred
qualities to snakes and their worship as deities. The faience statuettes
excavated by archeologist Sir Arthur Evans in 1903 in the palace of
Knossos suggested the Minoan worship of a bare-chested mother
goddess and priestess with snakes crawling up her arms interpreted as
fertility connotation.
Snakes’ potential dangerousness is often seen as a strong protection
against evil, bad luck or enemies. In Indian mythology snakes are associated with many gods and goddesses: the figure of Naga, which
represents mortality and rebirth, appears in all three religions of Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism as an enormous snake. A naga (or nagi,
the female equivalent) can be either an individual snake deity or a
group of serpent gods. Idols of snakes, often made of stone, are worshipped by Hindus particularly, in the belief that snakes bring fertility
and wealth and will only harm humans if maltreated. Vasuki is the king
of the najas and Manasa the queen of the snakes, with the importance
of serpents reinforced by the fact that the supreme being, Shiva, is
almost always depicted with a cobra around his neck.

Yingarna, 1997

John Mawurndjul
Earth pigments on Stringybark (Eucalyptus sp.)
183.0 x 82.5 cm
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
Purchased, 1997
©
John Mawurndjul by SIAE 2017
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Ngalyod, the Rainbow Serpent (c. 1980)

Peter Marralwanga
Earth pigments on Stringybark (Eucalyptus sp.)
133.0 x 51.3 cm
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
Purchased through The Art Foundation of Victoria
with the assistance of Coles Myer Ltd, Governor, 1997

November (Snake, kangaroo and figures), 1990
Arone Raymond Meeks
Illustration for The 1992 Little Ark Children’s Calendar compiled by Albert Ullin,
published by Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1991
Gouache and watercolour
30.6 x 30.6 cm (image and sheet)
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
Gift of Albert Ullin OAM, 2014
©
Arone Raymond Meeks by SIAE 2017
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The Hindu veneration of snakes culminates in the festival of Nag Panchami, celebrated at temples across
India during the Hindu calendar month of Savan (July–August): fasts are held, and snake idols (and, very
occasionally, live snakes) are worshipped with flowers, sweets, milk and lights. The performance of acts
of naga worship is considered by Hindus to be a safeguard against snakebite and bad luck generally, with
ploughing and disruption of the ground avoided during Nag Panchami so as not to disturb snakes. The
reverence held by Buddhists for snakes stems primarily from the role played in folklore by Mucalinda, a cobra-like being that emerged from its underground lair to protect the Gautama Buddha from
tumultuous rain by extending its hood over him. A naga often appears in the Indonesian traditional
kris dagger. Both weapon and spiritual object, the kris is considered to possess magical, supernatural
powers but is also an indicator of social status. On kris people swore, cursed and promised. Kris were
worn everyday by both men and women as well as at special ceremonies, and still today heirloom
blades are handed down through successive generations.
In North America, central to the beliefs of the Hopi tribe is the perceived role of snakes in bringing rain
to the parched desert landscape in which the tribe lives. Members of the tribe perform a snake dance as
the epilogue of the Niman Kachina festival, or Going-away of the Gods.
A legend of Ancient Egypt described how the sacred eye of one of the creator-gods had been overlooked by the sun and had, in a rage, turned itself into an
attacking cobra. The god, desperate to placate the eye, placed it upon his head, thereby ensuring that the threatening snake was seen henceforth as a symbol
for the protection of pharaohs. This representation, known as the uraeus, of a rearing cobra with its hood flared and poised to strike, became a defining symbol
of divine authority and royal power in Ancient Egypt.

Statue of young Hercules strangling the snakes,
late 2nd century - early 3rd century AD
67 x 73 cm
Parian marble
Musei Reali di Torino - Museo d’Antichità

Head of Gorgon, 510 BC,
from the sanctuary
of Portonaccio, Veio, Italy
Photo Archivi Alinari, Firenze
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Bai Suzhen into drinking a magic potion. This reverts her appearance to that
of a snake, with Xu Xian dying of shock when he finds out the truth about
his wife. Bai Suzhen then steals a magical herb that brings Xu Xian back to
life, her husband then reaffirming his love in the full knowledge of her true
identity as a serpent.
Last but not least are the terrific powers of snakes as bearers of threat, vengeance and destruction. In this sense, one of the most evocative image is the
one of Medusa in Ancient Greece and Rome, the winged female monster
with writhing, hissing snakes instead of hair and the power to turn into stone
anyone who looked into her eyes; the dangerous snakes also recur in the
myth of Herakles (Hercules), the son of Zeus and Alcmene and who famously
strangled with his bare hands two snakes put into his cradle on the orders of
the jealous Hera. Following this legend, from the middle of the fourth century
BC two intertwined snakes thus came to form the “Hercules knot” symbol
on bracelets worn as much-prized lucky charms. In China there are many representations of guardians gods who protect the tombs from snakes as devourers of corpses. Likewise, the Daikiniten, a deity that entered the Buddhist canon as the converted Shinto goddess Inari, is a demon who devours the hearts
of the dead. Undeniably, one of the most potent examples of the power of a
snake to wreak havoc is the Biblical story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Eden, where the snake as a source of diabolical temptation inspired centuries
of artistic imagery and commentary.

The form of a threatening cobra was also viewed as an incarnation of the goddess Wadjet, who
was responsible for protecting royal rulers and would spit venom at anyone daring to threaten
the sovereign. Featuring on furniture (as legs, arms or chair backs), drinking vessels and oil lampand candleholders, in Ancient Egypt snakes were also popular designs for application on jewellery, especially arm bands, rings, necklaces and amulets. This presence was often in the form of a
snake’s head, carved from precious stones and with the hood expanded and fangs displayed as an
expression of the uraeus. Snakes, and specifically the venomous asp, secured an immutable place
in the annals of Egyptian history by being the means by which Cleopatra is popularly believed to
have taken her own life in 30 BCE.
A natural continuation of the concept of protection is healing. The Greek god of medicine Asclepius is usually depicted carrying a rod or staff, around which a snake is entwined. The Roman
goddess Salus, a female physician, appears on coins dated to c. 210 BCE and is shown holding one
or more snakes.
The physical shedding of the outermost layers of their skin make the snakes widely associated
with the process of renewal, rebirth and transformation. Again in Ancient Egypt, the snake or
dragon devouring its own tail, the ouroboros, first appears in the Enigmatic Book of the Netherworld, a funerary text on the tomb of Tutankhamun and dating from the 14th century BCE.
Its significance was as a symbol of renewal and of the cyclical nature of existence, as well as of
infinite wholeness. In China, one of the most famous legends of all, that of the White Serpent, is
centred around a white snake spirit that lives in a lake and transforms itself into a young woman
called Bai Suzhen. She falls in love with the hero of the tale, Xu Xian, but their marriage arouses
the wrath of a jealous turtle spirit from the lake, which transforms itself into a monk and deceives

Ouroboros represented in a late medieval
Byzantine alchemical manuscript written
in Greek. Theodoros Pelekanos, Crete, 1478
Pictures from History / Bridgeman Images
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Liu Bang Emperor kills the White Serpent
Totoya Hokkei, 1832
Pictures from History / Bridgeman Images
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niki de sa int phalle

I am condemned to reveal everything. That is my task. Every thought,
every emotion that I feel and think are made visible and become
colour, framework, subject and shape
Niki de Saint Phalle

TREE OF LIBERTY, 2000-2001
Painted polyester and gold leaf
40 x 54 x 54 cm
Niki Charitable Art Foundation, Santee
©
2017 Niki Charitable Art Foundation
©
Niki de Saint Phalle by SIAE 2017

Niki de Saint Phalle was born in France in Neuilly-sur-Seine, in the Île-de-France, in 1930 to an aristocratic dynasty of bankers. With the stock market collapse
of 1930 her father lost work and wealth, so Niki spent the first three years of her life with her grandparents in France and subsequently joined her family in
the United States. After a brief experience as a model, in the 1950s she started to travel around Europe visiting museums and became an art lover: it had a
therapeutic effect for her in overcoming childhood trauma of being sexually abused by her father at the age of 11 and also was a form of protest against the
artistic and social conventions of the time, starting with those linked to the situation of women. Her work, self-taught, is both uncompromising and absolute
in uniting life and art. It draws strength and inspiration from her experience of the outside world, incorporating themes and symbols from mythology, religion,
the world of women in all its forms. Her celebrated Nanas encapsulate her approach: monumental yet graceful sculptures of dancing women which in their
vivid colours embody the eternal opposition between light and heavy, between the storms of life and the moments of pure joy which occur in it. The snake is
another constant presence in her artistic production; it plays an important role in Niki de Saint Phalle’s fantasy world as a dual symbol of both sin and renewal,
as a savior animal and one that is “damned”. This fascination, a mix of fear and attraction, was born from an event in her childhood when two snakes crossed
her path during a walk in the country: “I stopped, terrified”, the artist recalled “I was amazed to see death from close up for the first time. But was it the dance
of death, or the dance of life? For me they represented life itself, a primitive and wild force”.
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In the 1960s she formed an artistic and personal partnership with the sculptor Jean Tinguely: their individual creative genius combined brilliantly, leading to the
creation of visionary works such as the sculpture HON for the Moderna Museet in Stockholm (1966), the Paradis Fantastique for the French Pavilion in Montreal
(1967) or the Stravinsky Fountain in Paris (1983). Inspired by the Parc Güell in Barcelona, in 1978 Niki started her life work: the Tarot Garden at Garavicchio, near
Capalbio in Tuscany, widely considered a complete work of art because of its perfect blend of art, nature, architecture and craftsmanship. In this magical place,
resembling a paradise recreated by the hand of a woman, the structured symbolism of the tarot cards provide the artist with an outlet to express her profound
creativity as she gives shape to her - and our - ancestral dreams and fears. Niki de Saint Phalle’s eclectic inspiration also led to numerous series of etchings and
lithographs, decorative art, scenes and costumes for ballet and theatre shows. She also created a perfume, which was launched to provide independent financial
backing to her artistic and architectural projects. Niki de Saint Phalle died in 2002 in La Jolla, California, two years after having received the Japanese Academy’s
Imperial Prize, seen in the art world as the equivalent of the Nobel Prize.

Serpent Yin Yang, 1982

Painted resin
63 x 28 x 27 cm
Private collection, courtesy Galerie Mitterrand, Paris
©
2017 Niki Charitable Art Foundation
©
Niki de Saint Phalle by SIAE 2017
Photo: Rebecca Fanuele
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POUF SERPENT JAUNE, 1994
Polyester and polyurethane paint,
178 x 74 x 88 cm
Niki Charitable Art Foundation, Santee
©
2017 Niki Charitable Art Foundation
©
Niki de Saint Phalle by SIAE 2017
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snake mirror, 1998-2005
Stained wood, mirrored glass, Murano
and mirrored glass inlay
90 x 65 x 15 cm
Niki Charitable Art Foundation, Santee
©
2017 Niki Charitable Art Foundation
©
Niki de Saint Phalle by SIAE 2017

SNAKE/SERPENT, 2001

Painted fiberglass
78 x 145 x 9 cm
Niki Charitable Art Foundation, Santee
©
2017 Niki Charitable Art Foundation
©
Niki de Saint Phalle by SIAE 2017
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Serpent chair

Wood, painted, stained
and mirrored glass inserts
Niki Charitable Art Foundation, Santee
©
2017 Niki Charitable Art Foundation
©
Niki de Saint Phalle by SIAE 2017
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The serpent, 1987

Painted polyester, mirror and glass on wood
109.4 x 77.7 cm
Private collection,
courtesy of Omer Tiroche Gallery, London
©
2017 Niki Charitable Art Foundation
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The only way art lives is through the experience of the observer.
The reality of art begins with eyes of the beholder,
through imagination, invention and confrontation
Keith Haring

USA 19-82, 1982

Lithograph
55.88 x 76.2 cm
The Keith Haring Foundation, New York
©
Haring Foundation
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Keith Haring was born in Reading, Pennsylvania, in 1958 and spent his childhood in the small town of Kutztown. After graduating from high school, he set out
to pursue his dream of becoming an artist, first in Pittsburgh and then at the School of Visual Arts in New York. It was in New York that his identity as an
artist was cemented: he was fascinated by graffiti, and beginning in 1980, he started drawing in the street, first using a black Magic Marker pen and later white
chalk on disused subway station billboards. He organised several shows for emerging artists in alternative spaces, and in 1982, Tony Shafrazi’s Soho gallery
presented his first one-person exhibition, opening the doors to the conventional art world. Influenced by comics and semiotics, Haring developed a visual
vocabulary characterized by an instantly recognizable line and lexicon of symbols. He made no distinction between painting and drawing and favoured simple
subjects strongly rooted in popular culture. His language incorporated Christian and pagan elements which took on different characteristics, often in contrast
to one another: the presence of a snake, for example, occasionally suggests evil or danger, but also sensuality or knowledge. “I like to produce art which is
shared and felt by as many people as possible”, the artist wrote in 1978, explaining that for him it is also the observer that determines the meaning of a work.
In this way, each work has multiple interpretations. Deeply convinced that art can be a force for good in society, Haring painted more than 50 pro bono public
murals for hospitals, charities and orphanages. In 1989, he established the Keith Haring Foundation, whose mission is to support non-profit organisations that
provide educational opportunities to at-risk youth and to organisations offering research, prevention and treatment of AIDS and HIV infection. The Keith Haring
Foundation also sustains, expands and protects Haring’s legacy, art and ideals. Haring died of AIDS in 1990, aged just 31.
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Untitled, 1986

Felt tip marker on paper
43.18 x 12.7 cm
The Keith Haring Foundation, New York
©
Haring Foundation

untitled, 1982

Felt tip marker on paper
35.56 x 43.18 cm
The Keith Haring Foundation, New York
©
Haring Foundation
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untitled, 1982

Felt tip marker on paper
35.56 x 43.18 cm
The Keith Haring Foundation, New York
©
Haring Foundation

Next pages

Untitled, 1984
Acrylic on canvas
238.8 x 716.3 cm
Private Collection
©
Haring Foundation
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alexande rcalder

To an engineer, good enough means perfect. With an artist,
there’s no such thing as perfect
Alexander Calder

LE CHAT SERPENT, 1968

Animobile
Collection Isabelle Maeght, Paris
©
Galerie Maeght, Paris
©
Calder Foundation, New York by SIAE 2017
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One of the greatest sculptors of the 20th century, Alexander Calder was born in 1898 in Lawnton, Pennsylvania, and grew up in a family of artists: both his father and
his grandfather were well-known sculptors, while his mother was a celebrated painter. Despite this bohemian background - which meant he often moved house, and
city - he took a degree in Mechanical Engineering before realising that it curbed his lively creativity, which had found expression since his childhood in small bronze
leaf sculptures. In 1922 he attended drawing and painting classes in New York at the Arts Students League and started work as an illustrator. In the 1930s he moved
to Paris with his wife, Louise: at that time the Ville Lumière was at the centre of the international artistic avant-garde and Calder became friends with Joan Miró,
Jean Arp and Marcel Duchamp. Here he began to make his first metal wire sculptures, true three-dimensional drawings with which he started to create a new,
ground-breaking experience of objects in space. Drawing inspiration from the circus, while still in Paris he delighted his artist and intellectual friends with the Cirque
Calder, a series of small mechanised, many-legged sculptures in human and animal shapes that carried out elaborate acrobatics at the edge of the rules of physics.
They are the forerunners of his many celebrated mobiles, kinetic sculptures on a surprising range of themes which show extraordinary command of energy and space.
The creative counterpoint to mobiles were stabiles, self-supporting abstract sculptures that he also made in giant sizes for public commissions. The versatility of
his genius also led him to plan and make toys, household tools and even jewels. Nature and animals were a rich source of inspiration for him: consequently the
snake was always seen as a positive symbol of joy and vitality, and often features at the centre of his sculpture, design and lithography. Calder loved simplicity
and was equally at home using figurative language as in abstract. Throughout his artistic career he continually tried to reinvent a classic purity in the dialectic
between immobility and the continual flow of life. This creative tension would stay with him to his death, in 1976, by which time his mobiles and stabiles had
become much-loved and appreciated elements of both museums and public spaces in both Europe and the United States.
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Mois du Cœur, 1972

Lithograph on Arches paper
69 x 89 cm
Fondation Marguerite at Aimé Maeght,
Saint Paul de Vence - France
©
Archives Fondation Maeght
©
Calder Foundation, New York by SIAE 2017

Mois du Cœur, 1972

Lithograph on Arches paper
69 x 89 cm
Fondation Marguerite at Aimé Maeght,
Saint Paul de Vence - France
©
Archives Fondation Maeght
©
Calder Foundation, New York by SIAE 2017
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PAPILLON ET SERPENT, 1971

Gouache on paper
124 x 94 x 2 cm
Collection Jules Maeght, San Francisco
©
Galerie Maeght, Paris
©
Calder Foundation, New York by SIAE 2017
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Snakes Puzzles, 1970

Gouache and ink on paper
93 x 128 cm
Private collection,
courtesy of Omer Tiroche Gallery, London
©
Calder Foundation, New York by SIAE 2017
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Rattle in the orange, 1969

Gouache and ink on paper
113 x 78.1 cm
Private collection,
courtesy of Omer Tiroche Gallery, London
©
Calder Foundation, New York by SIAE 2017
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joana vas concelos

My work shows the pulse of a common creative essence
and a constant dialogue with artistic creativity that, even though it has been
done before, belongs to the present and the future
Joana Vasconcelos

Born in Paris in 1971, Joana Vasconcelos lives and works in Lisbon. She creates sculptures and installations that explore the themes of the feminine condition
and gender identity, challenging the preconceptions arising from social class, modernity and tradition. Her style is based on the de-contextualisation of everyday
objects and the deconstruction of the certainties which are generally linked to them, leading her to artistic combinations, cross-fertilisations, expressed in the
shapes, techniques and materials she uses. In consideration of all the fascinating symbols historically connected with the snake, such as renovation, continuity,
vital force, sensual energy, in Vasconcelos’ work the reptile is open to transversness and cultural richness, convened together with traditional techniques.

White snake, 2015

Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro faience painted
with ceramic glaze, Azores crocheted lace
14 x 50 x 67 cm
Collection of the Artist, Lisbon
©
Unidade Infinita Projectos
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In the case of the two works on show, White Snake (2015) and Electra (2016), ceramic works by Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro, one of the best-known Portuguese artists
of the 19th century, are incorporated and covered in a dense web of crochet, a technique that is normally associated with the domestic sphere of a woman’s life and
to feminine attention to detail. “Crocheting is much more widespread than people think, it is an international skill, a true global language”, says the artist. Reaching
beyond the mental barriers of space and time, the artist’s goal is to question the contemporary idiosyncrasies, where the dichotomies of the artisanal/industrial,
private/public, tradition/modernity and popular culture/erudite culture are imbued with affinities able to renovate the usual fluxes of signification of our everyday life.

Electra, 2016

Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro faience painted
with ceramic glaze, Azores crocheted lace
14 x 50 x 67 cm
Collection of the Artist, Lisbon
©
Unidade Infinita Projectos
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A painting should allow you to discover something new each time
you look at it. I feel that a painting must let off sparks. It has to
shine like the beauty of a woman, or like a poem
Joan Miró

La Serpentine, 1978

Etching on Arches paper
115 x 88 cm
Fondation Marguerite at Aimé Maeght,
Saint Paul de Vence - France
©
Archives Fondation Maeght
©
Successió Miró by SIAE 2017
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Joan Miró was born in Barcelona in 1893. His father, a jeweller, pushed him to study business but also paid for private lessons in drawing, which had been his
great love since childhood. For a time he worked as an accountant and tried to adapt to a life that was not for him, until a nervous breakdown convinced him
to follow his lifelong vocation and to completely dedicate himself to art. In 1912 he enrolled at the Barcelona Art School, and exhibited for the first time at the
Dalmau Gallery. The following year he went to Paris, where he met his compatriot Picasso and was strongly influenced by Tristan Tzara’s Dada School. In 1924
he came into contact with André Masson and joined the surrealist movement. Returning to Spain, he began to draw lyrically abstract shapes which float in
complete freedom over surfaces without any perspective effects. He moved back to Paris when the Spanish Civil War broke out in 1936 and put his heart and
soul into the Republican cause. With the German occupation of Paris he returned to Spain and retreated with his wife Pilar to his house in Palma de Mallorca.
From 1927 to 1937 he applied himself to developing a wide range of techniques, tackling etching and lithographs, creating his first sculptures and experimenting
on new surfaces to paint on, such as paper, glass and tar paper. In 1958 he won the Guggenheim International Prize and travelled extensively in the United
States, where he was very well received and held a number of exhibitions. It was only late in life - with the end of Francoism - that he received recognition in his
homeland with the Gold Medal for Fine Arts and the Barcelona Gold Medal. In the last few years of his life he threw himself into a completely uninhibited and
expressive style, characterised by shapes drawn in total freedom in a triumph of bright colours. He never ceased to yearn for radical experimentation, which
led him to become interested in gas sculpture and four-dimensional painting. Miró died in Palma de Mallorca in 1983, aged 90.
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michael ve lliq u ette

I like the feeling of being held in visual gravity to something you just
can’t stop looking at and I try to make things that do that
Michael Velliquette

Born in 1971, Michael Velliquette is an American mixed media artist known for his works with cut paper. His distinctive works are densely layered, detailed
arrangements of cut out shapes from hand-painted and ink-blotted papers. It is a process Velliquette has applied to diverse subjects, image styles, and formal
strategies for over a decade. In an ongoing series he makes use of the serpent as a recurring figure. As one of the earliest and most universal mythological
symbols, the serpent has been associated with a multitude of meanings, most notably transformation, fertility, wisdom, and vengeance. Velliquette’s serpents
are at once image and icon. While they embrace their folkloric origins, they insist on a new spiritual vocabulary — one that combines aspects of 20 th century
formalism with contemporary sensibilities about the handmade. Traditionally, color has played a powerful role in Velliquette’s work, conveying a sense of optical
fullness and visual generosity. A handful of works in the Serpent Worship series demonstrate this phenomenon through his signature polychromatic palette.
Camouflage is the prevailing leitmotif of this new series, both literally and metaphorically. The visual contrasts between the serpents and their jungle-like grounds
create patterns-on-patterns that require time to acclimate in the eyes of the viewer. The works are simultaneously seen and unseen, and they actively shift between these modes of being. He has described the labor-intensive nature of his studio work as a corollary to other kinds of meditative practices. His choice to
work with scissors and paper is a conscious decision to utilize everyday tools and materials, and to employ repetitive gestures to invoke a dissociative state. The
cutting is akin to breathing in and out, an attention-focusing process that fosters the experience of being in the moment. By foregrounding its texture, weight,
flatness and form, Velliquette highlights the paper’s essential physical qualities, and its ultimate ephemerality as organic matter.

The Serpent of Patience
and Learning, 2014
Paper, acrylic
76.2 x 60.96 x 7.62 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and The David Shelton Gallery, Houston
©
Michael Velliquette
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hypnotic serpent series, 2014
Paper, acrylic and ink on board
60.96 x 60.96 x 0.16 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and The David Shelton Gallery, Houston
©
Michael Velliquette
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Pitch Black Serpent, 2014
Tar paper, glue
63.5 x 55.8 x 7.62 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and The David Shelton Gallery, Houston
©
Michael Velliquette
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The Serpent
of the First Hands, 2014
Paper, acrylic, ink
119.38 x 114.3 x 10.16 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and The David Shelton Gallery, Houston
©
Michael Velliquette

The Serpent of the Precise
Prismatic Vision, 2014
Paper, acrylic
63.5 x 55.8 x 7.62 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and The David Shelton Gallery, Houston
©
Michael Velliquette
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fort u nat o

depero

The artist is a chemist, a physicist,
a soldier, a madman…
Fortunato Depero

QUATTRO SERPENTI
(FOUR SNAKES), 1925

Tapestry
51 x 49.5 cm
FUTUR-ISM, Collection M. Carpi, Rome
©
Massimo Napoli
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Painter, sculptor, designer, set designer and costume designer, Fortunato Depero was involved in a profound renewal of the relationship between art and life.
He was born in 1892 at Fondo, a village in the Val di Non in the Trentino region. A brilliant student of applied arts at the Reale Elisabettina School in Trento,
he held his first shows in 1911 and in 1913 published his first book with poetry and essays accompanied by drawings. Of all the various art forms that he mastered, sculpture was his favourite and that fondness meant that all of his visual output was strongly marked by volumes and three-dimensionality. Believing
that art should become part of the life of as many people as possible, in 1919 he founded the House of Futurist Art in Rovereto, an exceptional workshop for
his unbridled creative force, from which would emerge advertising posters, fabric mosaics, furniture and household ornaments. In 1925 he represented Italy
together with Giacomo Balla and Enrico Prampolini at the International Exhibition of Decorative Arts in Paris, and the following year he took part in the travelling exhibition of Italian art in the United States. Between 1924 and 1930 he worked as an illustrator in Italy and the United States, and designed the covers
for prestigious magazines including Vogue, Vanity Fair and The New Yorker. From the second half of the 1930s he began to live a life of seclusion in the peace
of the Trentino mountains, but also worked on his museum, the first-ever futurist museum, the Fortunato Depero House of Futurist Art – which nowadays is
part of the Modern and Contemporary Art Museum of Trento and Rovereto – which was opened in 1959. Depero died in Rovereto in 1960, shortly after the
inauguration of the museum that he had dreamed so much about.
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piero

fo rnasetti

We have grown used to buying “signatures” instead of beautiful things
that we love. An artist who wants to be successful is no longer an artist.
He is a person who wants to be successful. If he follows fashion
he is late, because by now everybody has adapted
Piero Fornasetti

AMIAMO IL SERPENTE
(WE LOVE THE SNAKE), 2007
Hand-woven carpet in wool and silk
170 x 240 cm
Fornasetti, Milano
©
Fornasetti www.fornasetti.com
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An extraordinarily rich and complex artistic character, Piero Fornasetti was born in Milan in 1913, the eldest son of a rich bourgeois family. Inspired by a visionary
imagination, since his earliest years he was intensely involved in drawing. In open opposition to the wishes of his father, he enrolled at the Accademia in Brera,
but quickly came up against the school’s approach to teaching, which he felt was too narrow in scope. And so in 1932 he left the Accademia and started taking
evening courses in applied arts at the Sforzesco Castle. His unbridled imagination led him to produce surrealist images next to everyday, tangible items. In 1933
he created his first collection of silk scarves and in 1940 he met Gio Ponti, with whom he would have an artistic and intellectual partnership that would last
for around 40 years, until Ponti’s death. He made year-books and almanacs for Gio Ponti, and together with him designed furniture and furnishings. In 1950
his son Barnaba was born, who would over the years follow in his father’s mad and original footsteps. In 1970 he founded the Galleria dei Bibliofili (“Gallery
for Book Lovers”) in Milan, where he showed his own work and that of contemporary artists. In 1980, there was renewed interest in Fornasetti’s work with
the inauguration of the Themes and Variations Gallery in London. Piero Fornasetti died in 1988, after having designed and produced around 13,000 objects
and decorations: judged by the range of the decoration, Fornasetti’s production is one of the largest of the 20 th century. His son Barnaba maintains and brings
forward his father’s tradition, with new versions of the most representative works and “reinventions”, in the tradition of hand-produced production started by
his father Piero.
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rcher

In the end good sculpture takes on a life
of its own - an inner life
Tor Archer

VIRGIN OF THE SNAKES, 2013

Copper with Patina
90.2 x 23.5 x 23.5 cm
Courtesy of the Artist and Tangent Contemporary Art,
San Francisco
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Born in Massachusetts in 1958, Tor Archer grew up in Santa Barbara and has lived in San Francisco for many years. In 2016 the artist completed a residency
at The Muòng Cultural Museum, Hoa Binh, Hanoi and the Danang Sculpture Foundation in Vietnam. He is a three-time nominee for the prestigious SECA
award, and has exhibited widely on the West Coast. He received his BA degree from UC Santa Cruz and his MFA degree from Boston University.
Archer’s sculptures offer a contemporary view of the archetypal Venus/Madonna and suggest objects of reverence, such as Egyptian sarcophagi and the
goddess figurines familiar to us from prehistoric archeological sites. Yet his reverence for nature comes clear through the use of primary visual elements: pine
tree needles, broken branches, leaves, eroded rocks. The structures emerge from rough materials, yet embody lightness and elegance by contrasting the
meticulous finished forms with the mundane components used to create them. Playing fragility against strength, Archer’s sculptures tap into our universal
humanity, showing us how it endures despite the passing of time, seasonal weather changes and the transitory nature of civilization.
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lionel

esteve

I see my works as mental, and I hope they exist in this way for the public.
I don’t need them to understand, I want it to clear their spirit
Lionel Esteve

Born in 1967 In France, Lionel Esteve lives and works in Belgium. At the boundary between sculpture and drawing, his works explores many techniques, multiple forms and renews in different projects conditioned by the context. Developed as extremely simple assemblages and installations, disconnected from one
another, their only common aspects is the “Low-Tech” quality of techniques and materials used in their creation. Lionel Estève’s forsaking of traditional object
making, in favor of found or recycled materials to create, allows him to draws poetic and imaginary landscapes, surrounding the spectator by emphasizing the
interaction between the artistic creation and the space it occupies and enabling him to feel how the light and air vibrate within the work. Sometimes his fragile
installations move and rotate on strings in the manner of Alexander Calder’s mobiles; in others he creates minimalist sculptures that prompt a close investigation of materiality. By being both non-formal and fragile, Lionel Estève’s works are extremely powerful, insofar as they direct the eye more than they are to be
looked at for themselves. Models of atoms or botanical typologies, they all stimulates the perception of an infinite reality, by unveiling an almost tangible space.
Lionel Estève is currently working on his next solo show at Baronian gallery in Brussels.

UNTITLED, 2011

Scot, multicolor pearls
Sand, fabric, synthetic lining,
pins, glass pearls, ink
Courtesy Galerie Perrotin, Paris
77

UNTITLED, 2011

Blue with dots
Sand, fabric, synthetic lining,
pins, glass pearls, ink
Courtesy Galerie Perrotin, Paris
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UNTITLED, 2011

Pink vichy, violet pearls
Sand, fabric, synthetic lining,
pins, glass pearls, ink
Courtesy Galerie Perrotin, Paris
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UNTITLED, 2011

Green stripes, blue pearls
Sand, fabric, synthetic lining,
pins, glass pearls, ink
Courtesy Galerie Perrotin, Paris
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UNTITLED, 2011

Orange vichy, blue pearls
Sand, fabric, synthetic lining,
pins, glass pearls, ink
Courtesy Galerie Perrotin, Paris
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C hristian

H olstad

I like my work to have the sense that you are seeing someone
learning how to do something
Christian Holstad
Ouroboros 8 (Red glove
drips snake), 2013

Vintage glove, fiberfill and antique obi
Courtesy of the Artist
and Victoria Miro, London
Photography Stephen White © Christian Holstad

United by attitude rather than medium or method, Christian Holstad’s work probes received ideas about class, culture, sexuality and society. A keen eye on
concepts of high and low informs a body of work that, encompassing sculpture, installation, performance, photography, collage and textiles, is concerned with
the construction and manifestation of social and intimate spaces. Holstad’s practice has explored domestic and subcultural sites, often exploring and calling
into question preconceived notions of identity and desire. His works frequently mix media typical of craftwork with high art contexts, also re-inventing everyday objects, like in Ouroboros 8, assembled with vintage gloves and antique obi. The sculpture insists on the floor rather than on a basement, as snakes do.
The artist was born in Anaheim, California in 1972 and lives and works in New York City.
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g iacom o

balla

And we must invent dynamic designs to go with them and express them in equally
dynamic shapes: triangles, cones, spirals, ellipses, circles, etc.
Giacomo Balla

PAPPAGALLI E SERPENTE
(PARROTS AND SNAKE), 1929

Oil on canvas
125 x 125 cm
Mart, Museo di arte moderna e contemporanea
di Trento e Rovereto / Long term deposit
©
MART - Archivio Fotografico e Mediateca
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Born in Turin in 1871, Giacomo Balla is the founding member of the Futurist movement in painting, an attempt to revitalize Italian culture by embracing the
power of modern science and technology. In 1895, after frequenting the Accademia Albertina for a few months, Balla left Turin for Rome. For several years he
worked in Rome as an illustrator, caricaturist and portrait painter. From 1899 until the early 1900s, his works were shown at the Venice Biennale, and in Rome,
Munich, Berlin and Düsseldorf, Paris and Rotterdam. In 1900, he spent six months in Paris, where he studied the techniques of impressionism and post-impressionism. In 1910, he signed the Technical Manifesto of Futurist Painting, but remained outside the movement until 1912, when he was present in the most
important Futurist exhibitions with his memorable pictorial depictions of light, movement and speed. He took part in the interventionist activity in World War
I of the Futurist group. During the war, Balla worked above all on design, the applied arts and fashion. In 1925, with Depero and Prampolini he represented
Italy in Paris at the Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes. From the mid-1930s onwards, his links with Futurism progressively
weakened, until he finally left the movement in 1937. After this date, Balla returned to figurative painting. He died in 1958, three years after participating to the
first edition of Documenta in Kassel.
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kiki

smith

I’m just greedy and hungry and curious, basically
Kiki Smith

Teaching of the snakes I, 2011
Bronze, single cast
265.4 x 246.4 x 7.6 cm
Galerie Lelong & Co. Paris
©
Courtesy Galerie Lelong & Co. Paris
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The daughter of American sculptor Tony Smith, Kiki Smith was born in 1954 in Nuremberg, Germany, and grew up in New Jersey. She has been known since
the 1980s for her multidisciplinary practice relating to the human condition, the natural world, life, death, decay and resurrection. The recurrent subject matter
in Smith’s work has been the body as a receptacle for knowledge, belief, and storytelling. In the 1980s she created objects based on organs, cellular forms, and
the human nervous system. Such an interest about the body led her to study and become a medical technician. The female corporeality often expressed her
feminist concerns about the female body as battleground for social and political ideologies. In other works she focusses on the animal kingdom, whose ferocity
and vulnerability evokes the human existence. She uses a broad variety of materials to continuously expand and evolve a body of work that includes sculpture,
printmaking, photography, drawing and textile. Smith lives and works in New York.
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antonio

li g ab u e

One of the most important expressionist artists of the 20 th century, Antonio Ligabue was born in Zurich in 1899 to Italian immigrant parents. He was then
entrusted to the care of a Swiss-German couple, entertaining a love/hate relationship with his stepmother in a childhood generally marked by mental and
emotional health problems. Admitted to a boarding school for handicapped boys, he immediately distinguished himself for his skill at drawing and his poor
behaviour. Aged 18, after a violent outburst towards his adoptive mother he was exiled from Switzerland and escorted to Reggio Emilia, Italy, where he lived
on the charity of the town. Subsequently, while working as a labourer on the embankments of the River Po until 1929, he spent more and more time painting
and sculpting with clay. He then lived the life of a nomad, alternating stays in the homes of friends with life in the open air in the countryside along the banks
of the River Po. Committed to the insane asylum of San Lazzaro in Reggio Emilia in 1937, he was diagnosed as suffering from a “state of depression” and, after
a re-hospitalization in 1940, from “manic-depressive psychosis”, culminating in several episodes of self-mutilation. Under the auspices of the sculptor Marino
Mazzacurati, who sensed the potentialities of his genuine art, he fully developed his talent. In late 1940s his reputation slowly spread with art critics, dealers,
and galleries beginning to show great interest in his artworks, reflecting not only the beauty and genius of the human spirit, but its agony and sorrow as well.

King of the forest, [1959]

Oil on phaesite
190 x 251 cm
Courtesy Fondazione Archivio Antonio Ligabue, Parma
Archive since 1983
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In 1961 The Gallery Four Rivers in Rome staged his first solo exhibition. He died in 1965 and the same year a major retrospective was held in the context of
the Ninth Art Quadrennial of Rome.
As writes Marzio Dall’Acqua in his essay Ligabue, or the Chances of Life: “…In Ligabue’s art there is always a sort of suspension of existence, accompanied by a
sharp intake of breath, a breathless witnessing of the instant of conflict, the fatal moment: in the fight among animals death always hovers, but fate has not yet
decided, an apparent victim may still survive, a victor screaming his or her supremacy can be overturned by a surprise attack. That is the case with the King of
the Forest, where a lion intently chasing a herd of gazelles, which flee in the background on the left, is attacked by a snake. The king of the forest, the ferocious
predator thus in turn becomes prey and engages in a battle to the death with an uncertain outcome. A human skeleton covered with insects and a large spider
make the painting even more mournful. Ligabue loves to explore the theme of the fight for survival that involves all living creatures, without distinction. The
predator who becomes the prey is also the metaphor explored by Ligabue in the painting Tiger Attacked by a Snake in which a tiger caught in the coils of a large
boa constrictor opens its mouth in a roar of pain. The decisive moment, the encounter and clash with death mobilizes all resources, all potential, and obliges
one to use all the tools and powers within one’s possession in an encounter or, perhaps we should say, a clash that offers no other possibilities in terms of a
rivalry or contest”.

Tiger with serpent, [1953]

Oil on phaesite
66 x 80 cm
Courtesy Fondazione Archivio Antonio Ligabue, Parma
Archive since 1983
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marcc ha g all

Color is all. When color is right, form is right. Color is everything,
color is vibration like music; everything is vibration
Marc Chagall

moses and the serpent, 1966
Lithograph on paper
46.6 x 34.3 cm
The Jewish Museum, New York
©
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
ADGAP, Paris
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Marc Chagall was born in 1887 in a Jewish family in Liozna, near Vitebsk (Belarus), a picturesque city with half the population being Jewish. Discrimination policies
in force at that time in Russia prohibited mixing of different racial groups, so he attended the local Jewish religious school, whose teachings would later inform
much of the content and motifs in Chagall’s works. At school he began copying images from books and decided to become an artist. Although this vocation
did not please his parents, in 1906 he moved to St. Petersburg to apprentice under the artist Leon Bakst who encouraged him to include Jewish imagery in his
works. The artwork on display, Moses and the Serpent, is part of this inspiration, drawn from the biblical story according to which following their Exodus from
Egypt and on the way to Red Sea, the Israelites spoke against God and Moses as they had to detour in the wild and arid land of Edom. By a miracle God had
given them water and the manna but they still complained, so God sent poisonous snakes to punish them. Upon the prayers of Moses, God told him to make a
copper snake and to put it on a pole, so anyone who was bitten should look at it and get well. In 1910 Chagall relocated to Paris, where he learned the gouache
technique and reviewed the many different art tendencies. He developed friendships with Guillaume Apollinaire and Robert Delaunay. Soon he aligned with
Cubism, then the dominant art form in France. Nevertheless, he perfected more and more a personal language with an abstract appearance and touches of
humor, emotion and cheerful color. Pastoral village scenes, weddings, and figures that seem to float freely in the sky became his favored subjects. During one
of his brief visits to Russia, Chagall fell in love and became engaged to Bella Rosenfeld. In 1914 his first solo exhibition took place in Berlin with a huge success.
He then went to Vitebsk with plans to marry Bella and move to Paris, but the outbreak of First World War forced the couple to remain in Russia. When the
Bolshevik Revolution occurred in 1917 he was already one of the Russia’s most distinguished artists and was offered the political post of Commissar of Arts for
Vitebsk. He also founded the Vitebsk Arts College that soon established itself as the most distinguished school of art in the Soviet Union. In 1923 he moved
back to Paris and started a period of intense travels throughout Europe, the Mediterranean and Palestine. In light of the friendship with the dealer Ambroise
Vollard, Chagall created upon commission etchings for illustrated books and drawings inspired by scenes from the Old and New Testament. With the outbreak
of Second World War Chagall’s name was added to a list of European artists whose lives were at risk and in need of asylum, and in June 1941 Chagall and Bella
arrived safely in New York City. Chagall never truly made New York his home, and after the sudden death of his wife Bella he returned to France and settled
in the southern city of Vence. The crowning achievements of the last two decades of his life were a series of large-scale commissions, such as the memorial
window Peace (1964) for the United Nations or the ceiling of the Paris Opera House. In 1985 Chagall passed away in Vence at the age of 97.
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kawai

Always think new
Misaki Kawai

Born in 1978 in Kagawa and raised in Osaka, Misaki Kawai lives and works in Japan and New York when not traveling extensively. Kawai makes work that keeps
the innocent, honest integrity of adolescent playfulness, but on a more grand and sophisticated level. She believes that there are no prerequisites of technical
skill to be make good art, but that a strong sense is needed. Her world of personified objects, boobs, butts, animals and plants are all communicated in a rudimentary yet evocative way. The images are basic and repeated, clowning and obtuse, childlike without being childish, with a distinctly Japanese punk edge.
Brimming video games imagery, cartoon animals and human-like objects, she constantly explores the subject matter of the objects that surround her day-to-day
life and the way she sees them, always adding an unmistakable touch of humor.

Snake Bench, 2014

Paint on wood
114.3 x 335.3 x 45.7 cm
Courtesy of the Artist and Salon 94, New York
©
Courtesy of Jeff Elstone
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M otohi K o O dani

New born, 2007
Mixed media
Ise Foundation, Tokyo

Making sculpture is not far from the act of controlling
or cutting out a piece of time
Motohiko Odani

Born in 1972 in Kyoto, since graduating with an MFA from the Tokyo National University of Fine Art and Music in 1997 Motohiko Odani has been exhibiting
around the world in both solo and group exhibitions. He utilizes multiple art forms such as sculpture, photography, video and video projections with references to mythologies, Japanese traditions and even the concept of music. Across a myriad of mediums, his mysterious and sometimes grotesque artworks aim
to capture things that can’t be seen with the human eye, like phenomena and perceptions. With the SP2 New Born series, Motohiko Odani wanted to totally
undermine the conventional notions of sculpture, defying first of all the key property of the medium: its weight. He therefore adopted plastic to convey a sense
of weightless while substantial appearance. Each piece is apparently the skeleton of a mysterious, deformed, and often fantastical creature. New Born is also
finished in a bone-white colour, which is both classical, and shows off the delicate shapes, lines and curves. In lieu of a pedestal, Odani suspends them from the
ceiling, and it feels as if he sculpts the atmosphere around the work.
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New Born_RHX_0
Mixed media
Courtesy of albertz benda
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New Born -Bat_B02_silver

Thermosetting resin and silver mirror paint
Courtesy of albertz benda

New Born - GLM_A01-03

Mixed media
Courtesy of albertz benda
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st u ck

The sin, ca. 1909

Oil on canvas
88 x 53 cm
Galleria d’Arte Moderna Empedocle Restivo, Palermo
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Born in Tettenweis, Germany, in 1863, as a child Franz von Stuck quickly became a gifted caricaturist. In 1881 he settled in Munich to complete his artistic education at the “Königliche Akademie der bildenden Künste” (Royal Academy for the Fine Arts). The drawings he did for the portfolio ‘Allegorien und Embleme’
(‘Allegories and Emblems’), published by Gerlach and Schenk in Vienna, made his reputation as an outstanding draughtsman as early as 1882. Awarded the
gold medal for the painting “Die Wächter des Paradieses” (“The Guardians of Paradise) at the Annual Exhibition at the Munich Glass Palace in 1889, von Stuck
devoted himself entirely to painting, becoming a renowned portraitist. In 1892 Stuck co-founded the “Munich Secession”, the first of the Secession movements
in Europe to break-away from the conventions of nineteenth century salon painting and salon-style exhibitions. Questioning in particular the conservative attitudes of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts- that was firmly opposed to impressionism, expressionism, symbolism and other contemporary trends in the art
world - the “Munich Secession” was instead committed to an international and multidisciplinary approach to art. At the 1893 “Munich Secession” exhibition
he showed The Sin for the first time, creating a sensation: the magnetic and disturbing charm that emanated from the eyes of the serpent was counterpointed
by the disenchanted face of the woman, veiled by a violet shadow. Mythological tales and the contrast between Good and Evil are recurrent topics in Von
Stuck’s artistic expression, featuring both virginal creatures and seductive female nudes in the role of the femme fatale. The artist made nine different versions
of the painting with slight differences in the shadows and lights applied to the woman flesh and serpent eyes. Von Stuck was one of the major exponents of the
Symbolism art movement, whose task was to enhance the idea through a network of analogies bringing out all its allusive potential. Hence the interest in the
dimension of dream, inner vision and imagination through the ambiguous mode of symbols. In 1895 he began teaching painting at the Munich Academy with
notable students including Paul Klee, Hans Purrmann, Wassily Kandinsky, Alf Bayrle and Josef Albers. In 1897 he married an American widow, Mary Lindpainter,
and construction work began in Munich on the Villa Stuck, currently a museum and historic house devoted to the life and work of the artist. Von Stuck designed everything for the Villa, from layout to interior decorations, and the furnishings of the building were awarded a gold medal at the 1900 Paris Exhibition.
The artist died on August 30, 1928 in Munich; his funeral address memorialized him as “the last prince of art of Munich’s great days”.
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Maybe my aesthetic is not mature, but I am still attracted
to childishly exaggerated designs
Wu Jian’an

The White Snake hid
immediately, 2015

Hand dyed and waxed paper-cut,
cotton thread, paper
255 x 205 x 10 cm
Courtesy of Wu Jian’an and Chambers Fine Art,
New York
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Born in Beijing in 1980, Wu Jian’an graduated from the Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing in 2005 and currently lives and works in Beijing. While at the
Academy, Wu made an intensive study of the traditional Chinese craft of paper cut and during the next decade produced increasingly elaborate wall panels and
installations that incorporated many thousands of hand cut individual units, built up in multiple layers and frequently very large in scale.
Wu Jian’an has emerged as one of the most thoughtful artists of his generation, establishing himself as a unique figure in contemporary Chinese art. Having
chosen paper-cut as his primary means of expression in his early work, he has continued to use this technique in complex multilayered compositions and installations that frequently utilize thousands of components. Simultaneously, the range of references embodied in his works has grown enormously, embracing a
multitude of mythological, esoteric and contemporary references. The White Snake Hid Immediately is the final piece of the seven in the waxed paper-cut collage
series New Interpretation of “The Tale of the White Snake.” This series narrates a fictional story based on the classic Chinese myth, The Tale of White Snake.
The works were created as a prequel to the tale. The White Snake Hid Immediately is composed of hundreds of hand-dyed waxed paper-cut figures, which are
based on various sources including Chinese mythological figures, historical figures, and forms transformed from abstract concepts or everyday language. These
unique figures become mist that permeates the sky and forms figurative clouds, which compose the seven images including The White Snake Hid Immediately.
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taaffe

What do I want my art to accomplish? What do I expect it to be like as a physical encounter?
I think the best thing one can hope for is to be able to enter into another world
Philip Taaffe

calligraphic study, 1997
Mixed media on canvas
75 x 58 cm
Studio d’Arte Raffaelli, Trento
©
Nicola Eccher
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Philip Taaffe was born in Elizabeth, New Jersey in 1955, and studied at the Cooper Union in New York. His first solo exhibition was in New York in 1982. He
has been included in numerous museum exhibitions, including the Carnegie International, two Sydney Biennials, and three Whitney Biennials. His work is in numerous public collections, including the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the Philadelphia Museum of Art; the Whitney Museum of American Art; and the
Reina Sofia, Madrid. Philip Taaffe presently works and lives in New York City, and West Cornwall, Connecticut. Snakes are very frequent in his art, as he declares:
“What I’m attracted to in the natural sciences has to do with the fact that if you imagine nature and the natural world five or ten centuries ago, it was unknown:
primordial, mysterious, and unfathomable in its complexity and density. Gradually, year after year, century after century, we are slowly able to identify and learn
and describe and draw pictures of this natural world. I love early natural history books for this reason. There is something so poignant about early depictions of
animals. Then you get more detail in the nineteenth century with the behavioral studies, plant studies, the understanding of pollination, of ferns. I think of the
people studying this day by day, and writing books full of detailed depictions of this infinitude of life on earth, it’s breathtaking. In centuries past, natural history
was mystery and science combined. I think we’ve lost a lot of the mystery. If I can delve into one small aspect of this, and if I’m able to focus on something I’ve
found and have a personal connection with, and I can make a work out of it, that’s something important for me.
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abstract painting
(vipera russelli), 2002

Mixed paint on canvas
141 x 100 cm
Collezione Diego Cagol, Trento
©
Nicola Eccher
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I’m attracted to snakes; I like the fact that they participate in both worlds, the world of the sinister and diabolical. And then depending upon a certain cultural
relativity they are considered divine, they are worshipped. Initially I was drawn principally to their calligraphic potential. I wanted to make them part of my
vocabulary. The snake impresses me as an evocative calligraphic line. I was trying to see how this straightforward symbolism could be activated in the kind of
work I do, which is usually more architectonic. I get to the point in my work where there’s so much density and buildup and so many layers that I feel as though
I can’t do anything more, and then I just let go. These snakes occurred to me at such a moment when I had reached that point of over saturation and I needed
a simpler approach to line and shape and a means of getting there with greater immediacy.
Essentially, everything in my work is about a process of description. My attitude towards repetition has to do with the cumulative effect of continuous applications of line and color. If we focus on that, and see them as crystallized into patterns or marks, what do they add up to? They become some kind of actively
structured field. I see that as being an entrance to a trance-like state. I’m interested in inviting the possibility for ecstatic experience, for getting outside of stasis.
My roots are from Ireland, and I suppose a subtext to my work must relate to these Celtic shamanistic traditions. The work is also about movement, or how
we see in a constant series of glimpses. What do I want my art to accomplish? What do I expect it to be like as a physical encounter? I think the best thing one
can hope for is to be able to enter into another world”.
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Basara stands for anti-authority and anti-aristocratic culture, which is
derived from samurai culture on the streets
Tenmyouya Hisashi

Born in Tokyo in 1966 Tenmyouya Hisashi began his painting career following a position as an art director at a record label and illustrator for an underground magazine.
Calling his painting “Neo Nihonga”, he revives Japanese traditional paintings and motifs in an unconventional way, using non-traditional media (mostly acrylic paint)
and images from modern life. In 2000 he also created his new style “Butouha” which shows the resistant attitude for authoritative art system through his paintings.
In 2010 he proposed a new Japanese art scheme named “BASARA” which is highly decorative and imbued with a rebellious spirit that defies traditional values. Questioning the stereotypes foreigners hold of Japan culture, the imagery ranges from the “outlaw samurais” of the Nanboku dynasty era to the youth
subcultures of present-day Japan. By criticizing the acceptance of modernism in Japanese culture, Basara is an attempt to re-establish aspects of humanity and
corporeality in contemporary Japanese-style painting and Japanese art at large.

a boisterous dance, 2008
Ink jet, Japanese paper, gold brocade
36 x 34 cm
©
Tenmyouya Hisashi
Courtesy Mizuma Art Gallery
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a boisterous dance, 2008

Ink jet, Japanese paper, gold brocade
35.5 x 38.5 cm
©
Tenmyouya Hisashi
Courtesy Mizuma Art Gallery
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Don’t listen to anybody. Just be yourself
The Haas Brothers

kaa hex sculpture, 2014
Unique sculpture in brass hexagonal tiles
208.3 x 96.5 x 76.2 cm
The Haas Brothers, R & Company
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The Haas Brothers, twins Nikolai and Simon (b. 1984), had a creative upbringing in Austin, Texas where their opera singer mother, actor brother and sculptor
father taught them to play music, write, sing and paint. Starting in their early teens, they studied stone carving under their father, mastering the craft before
leaving home. The twins parted ways in 2003 to pursue their artistic goals individually. Simon studied painting at RISD while Nikolai toured as a musician.
In 2007, the two reconvened in Los Angeles to tour with the band RRIICCEE, then founded The Haas Brothers there in 2010 when L.A. architects Johnston
Marklee offered a chance to collaborate on a friend’s project. Early on, the brothers received accolades for their exceptional craftsmanship and expansive
studio practice. The years since have seen them evolve from fabricators and collaborators to nimble cross-pollinators in creative disciplines including fashion,
film, music, art and design. In their current works, The Haas Brothers explore aesthetic and formal themes related to nature, science fiction, sexuality, psychedelia and color theory in prolific materials. Their mastery and uniquely clever use of materials ranging from brass, bronze, porcelain and fur to highly technical
resins and polyurethane, matched with their insatiable curiosity and remarkable visual intelligence, sets them apart as designers. Their work is in the permanent
collections of the RISD Museum in Providence, RI, the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum in New York, NY, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York, NY. The Haas Brothers currently live and work in Los Angeles, California.
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kaneko

tomi y u ki

I wish to be able to draw and depict that particular “something” which can awaken
the sensations and feelings lying asleep within the layers of history
Kaneko Tomiyuki

Kaneko Tomiyuki was born in 1978 in Saitama, Japan. He attended Tohoku University of Art and Design and received a Bachelor of Arts in 2003. In 2006 he
gained his Masters of Arts and in 2009 received his Ph.D. Since his childhood, he has been interested in mythological creatures from Japanese folklore. This
fascination has led to the depiction of otherworldly creatures, spirits and Gods in an oeuvre that encompasses both painting and drawing. The artwork in the
exhibition, World Serpent, relates to the greater snake god in Norse mythology, “Jörmungandr”. The god Odin saw through his unusual powers and cast him
away into the sea, where he continued to develop until his body had grown so gigantic that it could encircle the entire earth - and so it took the name World
Serpent. He boasted that his fighting ability was great enough even to match that of the strongest man in all Norse Mythology, the thunder god Thor. Yet when
he awoke from sleep, the World Serpent found that his tail had been released from his mouth, breaking the circular boundary created by his huge body. When
he slowly lifts his sickle-shaped neck, the twilight of the gods, “Ragnarök”, shall begin. In Norse mythology, this will be the world’s final day. The artist currently
lives and works in Japan.

World Serpent, 2012

Japanese ink, acrylic, pen, gold paint, shell powder on Japanese paper
227 x 546 cm
©
Kaneko Tomiyuki
Courtesy Mizuma Art Gallery
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bates

To make art I need a place to go, an adventure and the challenge
of re-creating that experience in paint
David Bates

man with snake, 1995

Painted wood
223.52 x 126.37 x 36.83 cm
Collection of the Modern Art Museum of Forth
Worth, Museum purchase, Sid W. Richardson
Foundation Endowment Fund
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Born in Dallas, Texas in 1952, David Bates studied at Southern Methodist University, earning a BFA in 1975 and an MFA in 1978. In 1976, he participated in the
independent study program at the Whitney Museum of American Art. Since the beginning of his artistic career Bates was deeply influenced by the Renaissance
and Baroque Old Masters, determined to take on them with a very personal style. The landscape, people, traditions and materials of his native regions were
therefore transferred and revisited in his bold style, characterized by vibrant brushstrokes and vividly colored sculptures that often incorporate less-likely objects, metal scraps or leftover bits.
Bates’s paintings, sculpture, and works on paper explore his deep affinity for the South, its people, and sceneries. In particular, the Grassy Lakes region and
the Texas Gulf Coast represented two natural paradises for the artist, painted in all their wild and lush essence. Such a rich inspiration is channeled through a
strong drive for experimentation with painterly lines and materials, applied on landscapes as well as still life and figurative sculpture. His works are done in the
more traditional technique of painting on canvas and panel, but is also prolific in his creation of hand-painted bronzes, aluminum pieces and wood constructions
done as free-standing sculptures and low wall reliefs. Man with snake represents the visceral subject of struggle in Grassy Lake, a primitive and fecund wetland
frequented by fishermen, hunters and wild animals, in the artist’s feeling an incredible view of competing colors and natural forces, completely alive and with
constant change. In this sense, Man with snake depicts the daily, uninhibited interaction between native people and sharp-toothed, poisonous creatures. In a
sort of inspired alchemy, it is also the representation of working-class people who work with their hands, as artists do.
In 2005, Bates turned his attention to the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, depicting the destruction of New Orleans and the effect of the storm on the city’s
people. That body of work attempted to capture the magnitude, impact and human meaning of the tragedy. Bates’s work is included in the permanent collections of the Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, DC; High Museum of Art, Atlanta, GA; Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington, DC;
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, DC; San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, CA; and Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, among others. The artist continues to live and work in Dallas.
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heri

dono

My work is about the humour and the darkness;
it’s an oxymoron
Heri Dono

A COUPLE PLAY A SNAKE, 2015
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 200 cm
©
Heri Dono
Courtesy of Mizuma Gallery
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Born in 1960 in Jakarta, Heri Dono graduated from the Indonesian Art Institute in Yogyakarta, where he received the prize for Best Painting in 1981 and 1985.
He developed a distinctive style that came out of an exploration of wayang, the Javanese puppet theatre. Wayang performances combine a number of artistic
and extra-artistic elements - visual arts, singing, music, story telling, along with a mythological story-based philosophy of life, social criticisms, and humour. Beneath his playful approach, Heri Dono carries a poignant socio-political comment on the situation in Indonesia, as well as the fraught interrelationship between
the local and the global using painting as what he calls a “language without any text”. Questioning the domination of Western culture or art, he supports instead
pluralism as the basic idea of the contemporary.
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star

R

East meets West, white trash snuggles up with the glitterati,
good versus evil and much more in-between
Jim Starr

MEDUSA, 2011

Acrylic and mixed media
on Indian cotton canvas
134 x 92 cm
Private collection, Bristol - UK
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British artist Jim Starr has been screen-printing for almost 20 years, managing to exhibit in over 100 shows (10 Solo). His use of pop culture and pin-up imagery
is guaranteed to inspire anyone who loves the louche and the lowbrow. Starr’s work fuels the spirit and strikes a chord in the soul, continuing to resonate long
after the first glance. After an initial brush with spray stencilling in the mid-1990s, Jim’s eye was drawn to screen printing. Robert Rauschenberg was one of
many painter/printmakers of the 1950s and 1960s New York scene who influenced the artist’s shift in focus. He also kept a keen eye on newer painters from
the 1980s set, Jean-Michel Basquait and Keith Haring. Using a mixture of original screen printed material, his own photography, freehand drawings and found
collage, he creates unique and sometimes complex hand-pulled prints, with no two turning out the same. For Starr there is no such thing as an average print.
They can vary from five layers to forty and can take weeks or even months to complete. Having printed on denim, silk, surfboards and many other surfaces,
his bigger images are printed onto canvas and reworked and refined using acrylics and spray paint. Jim’s love of travel and his insatiable appetite for all that is
lo-fi flows through his images.
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A N S E L M

K I E F E R

Alchemic ideology was this: the acceleration of time, as in the lead-silver-gold cycle, which only
takes time to turn lead into gold. The alchemist accelerated this process with magical means.
We talked about magic. As an artist, I do not do anything different. I will only speed up the
transformation that is already inherent in things. This is the magic for how I mean it
Anselm Kiefer

Palette and snake, 1977-1988

Lead, photograph and graphite
130 x 170 cm
MAXXI, Museo nazionale delle arti del XXI secolo,
Roma, Claudia Gian Ferrari donation
Courtesy Fondazione MAXXI
©
Roberto Galasso
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Anselm Kiefer was born in Donaueschingen in Germany. He interrupted his studies in Law and Romance Languages when he enrolled in Art School, first in
Freiburg and then in Karslruhe and Düsseldorf where he met Joseph Beuys. His artistic debut is marked by photography, especially in the 1969 Sinnbilder series
in which continuing the German Romantic tradition, he portrays himself against a backdrop of beaches and tempestuous seas. His desire to use the language
of art to address the difficult issues of his country’s recent political history is expressed by his pose, with his right arm raised, a choice that attracted violent
condemnation and impassioned criticism. Actually, all his work is imbued by the desire to not avoid the topics of history, re-elaborating their sorrow with his
trust in art as an instrument of salvation, capable of redeeming even the darkest pages of recent history: the rise of Nazism and the tragic events of the Third
Reich. Crammed with symbolism and allegories, with references to religion, mythology, literary works and philosophy, subtle links with the universe of alchemy,
Anselm Kiefer’s work is born from a complex stratification of themes, materials and techniques. As in other works, in Palette and Snake the painter’s palette is
a metaphor for the artist’s work and his ability to mediate between the earthly and the divine. The snake, rich in symbolic meanings, definitely alludes to the
concepts of evil and bestial cruelty on earth. But at the same time, as the external and impassable circle of the cosmos according to the gnostic tradition of the
Ophites (from ophis the Greek for snake) handed down by the Kabbalah, it is also an emblem of the ciclicity of life and the regeneration of opposites. Rather
than framing the photograph, which has been worn and reworked by the artist, the lead seams to want to hide it. This metal which features so often in Kiefer’s
work that it has virtually become a “signature”, is the product of alchemy: both rugged and pliable, able to preserve memories in its substance, it is favoured by
the German artist because of its ability to build a bridge between matter and spirit.
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Mysterious, seductive and disturbing, the snake inspired major photographers in the 20 th and 21st century who have all interpreted the sinuous creature according to their distinctive personal style. With Helmut Newton’s trademark slick eroticism, the animal is freed from an imaginary zoo and stands erect while
the model is gripped by a combination of attraction and fear. The purity of black and white, Peter Hujar’s preferred medium, captures the snake on a chair in
one of the American photographer’s famous “unnatural” appearances of natural beings. In the hyper-realistic and extremely colourful still lives by the Italian
photographer Guido Mocafico, live animals pose with incredible aesthetic harmony. The obsession for beauty and perfection of Robert Mapplethorpe has
inspired the picture of the man wearing a mask and wrapped in a snake which reflects the photographer’s passion for Hellenistic and mannerist art. The Russian photographers Rimma Gerlovina and Valeriy Gerlovin chose a playful approach to ironically comment on the negative association of the woman with the
concepts of sin and temptation. A perfect synthesis of the snake as protagonist of the inner world of imagination is the “humanimal” by Gobotoru, expressing
a contamination that expands from visual dimension to human soul.
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m O C A F I C O

Guido Mocafico
With the courtesy of Hamiltons Gallery
©
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Lampropeltis getula californiae, 2002

Agkistrodon contortrix, 2002

Atheris squamigera, 2002

Lampropeltis pyromelana et lampropeltis triangulum sinaloae, 2002

Naja Nigricollis, 2002

Bitis rhinoceros, 2002

Python regius, 2003

Rhynchophis boulengeri, 2003
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Guido Mocafico
With the courtesy of Hamiltons Gallery
©
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Trimeresurus albolabris & Trimeresurus stejnegeri, 2003

Elaphe taeniura friesi, 2003

Dendroaspis viridis II, 2003

Vipera wagneri, 2003

Boiga dendrophila melanota, 2003

Bothriechis schlegeli, 2003

Dendroaspis jamesoni jamesonii, 2003

Dendroaspis viridis, 2003
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R O B E R T map P L E T H O R P E

Snakeman, 1981

Silver gelatin print
41 x 51 cm
The Robert Mapplethorpe
Foundation, New York
©
Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation
Used by permission

Lisa Lyon, 1982

Silver gelatin print
41 x 51 cm
The Robert Mapplethorpe
Foundation, New York
©
Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation
Used by permission

g ian paolo barbieri

Veruschka
for Vogue Italia, 1975
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Benedetta Barzini
for Vogue Italia, 1968
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R imma
Gerlovina
V aleri y
Gerlovin

Serpent, 1989

Color-coupler print
in the artists’ aluminum frame
122 x 122 cm
Courtesy of the Artists
©
1989 gerlovin.com
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g obotor u

SNAKE
(HUMANIMAL), 2012
Fineart print (Canson Edition
Etching Rag 310) in frame
70 x 70 cm
Courtesy of the Artist
©
2012 gobotoru.eu
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H E L M U T
N E W T O N
Woman with Snake, Berlin 1979

Gelatin silver print
30.48 x 40.64 cm
Courtesy of Staley-Wise Gallery, New York
©
The Helmut Newton Estate / Maconochie Photography
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Skippy on a Chair (I),
1985

Vintage gelatin silver print
Courtesy of The Peter Hujar Archive,
LLC, Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York
and Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco
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W E A R I N G

THE SNAKE

Enrico Coveri
Printed fabric, collaboration with artist
Niki de Saint Phalle, 1987
Courtesy of Enrico Coveri Archive, Firenze
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Clothes like a second skin – the aesthetic expressions of signs, meaning and identity; the representation of taste or projection of thoughts – acquire an ulterior
and telling significance when they are compared to the snake moulting, when its old skin is cast away like a piece of clothing which has become too tight.
A mythological symbol of rebirth, the snake has extraordinary decorative potential with its flexible and sensual shape which can inspire the creative mind
towards bold forms of sophistication.
This motif is meant for women who seduce with irony, who tempt with majestic elegance, who are magnetic as are the details they wear.
Where the snake is no longer a figurative element – embroidered on tunics or evening dresses – it slides over the body of Turandot, so tightly coiled it virtually
becomes an armour; it materialises, literally, with scales in sequins in a costume for a ball masqué; it takes its place wrapped in free fall around an enormous turban.
The snake becomes the trusty companion of every woman, an eccentric weapon with which to fascinate and play, without any fear of who may be watching,
but with the conscious grace of she who wants to be seen.
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Costume for a bal masqué
by the couturier Gastone Zemel, 1928
Donation by Marchesa Antinori
Collezione Fondazione Tirelli Trappetti, Roma
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Romeo Gigli,
limited edition sequined “serpent” dress,
Autumn-Winter 1998-99
Private Collection, Cecilia Matteucci Lavarini
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“Viper tail” gown
for a masquerade ball from the 1950s
Costumi D’Arte Peruzzi, Roma
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“Viper tail” gown, early 1930s
Micol Fontana Foundation Historic Archive,
Roma
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“Viper tail” costume for a TV show, 1980s
Private collection of Gabriella Lo Faro, Roma
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Abigaille Giuseppe Verdi’s Nabucco,
costume by Stefano Nicolao
and Shizuko Omachi, Sanxay Festival
Collezione Nicolao Atelier, Venezia
Wig courtesy of Mario Audello Parruccaio,
Torino
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Turandot costume from the 1990s
Costumi d’Arte Peruzzi, Roma

Original Turandot costume
worn by Maria Jeritza for the Premiere
at The Metropolitan Opera House
of New York in 1926.
Based on a sketch by Umberto Brunelleschi.
Puccini Museum Birth Home,
Giacomo Puccini Foundation, Lucca, Italy
Property Cassa di Risparmio
di Lucca Foundation
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Minerva, Claudio Monteverdi’s
Incoronazione di Poppea
Costume by Sylvano Bussotti
Teatro Regio di Torino, 1977
Fondazione Annamode, Roma
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High dignitary costume
designed by Giancarlo Salimbeni
for the film Nefertiti, Queen of the Nile, 1961
Costumi d’Arte Peruzzi, Roma
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Original costume designed by Joseph Porro
for the character of Ra worn by Jaye Davidson
in the film Stargate, 1994
Courtesy of The Collection of Motion Picture
Costume Design: Larry McQueen
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Costume designed by Vittorio N. Novarese
for the film Frine, Courtesan of Orient, 1953
Costumi d’Arte Peruzzi, Roma
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Costume for high priest
designed by Carlo Cecchi
for the film The loves of Hercules, 1960
Costumi d’Arte Peruzzi, Roma
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Haute Couture dress
with serpentine embroderie, 1990
Courtesy of Renato Balestra Haute Couture,
Roma
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1930s gown with serpentine embroderied scarf
Fondazione Annamode, Roma
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1930s gown worn by the Italian singer Patty Pravo
in Stasera Patty Pravo show, 1970
Courtesy of Farani Sartoria Teatrale, Roma
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1980s turban with leather serpent
Courtesy of Modisteria Gallia e Peter dal 1920 a Milano
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Late 19° century-early 20° century
“dragon” embroderied dress
Private Collection Gabriella Lo Faro,
Roma
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Costume designed by James Acherson
for the film The last Emperor, 1987
Costumi d’Arte Peruzzi, Roma
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B V L G A R I

S E R P E N T I

Bulgari’s Serpenti creations are the product of the Brand’s Roman roots and its tradition of over one hundred years in jewellery making. During the 1940s, Bulgari understood the aesthetic power of this age-old symbol and for the first time reinterpreted it in sinuous bracelet-watches. These creations were met with
immediate success and helped consolidate the Maison’s international fame.
The early creations represented the snake motif in a highly stylised manner, with coils realised either in Tubogas or in gold mesh that wrapped around the wrist.
Apparently simple but actually quite intricate in craftsmanship, the Tubogas is a flexible band with rounded contours produced without soldering. It requires
hours of specialist work, and involves wrapping two long gold strips with raised edges in such a way that the edges then firmly interlock with each other to form
a continuous piece. The watch case linked to the bracelet could take a variety of shapes – drop shape, round, rectangular or octagonal – and be positioned at
one end of the bracelet or at the centre.
From the second half of the 1950s the reptile was revisited in a more realistic key, with its livery turned into a canvas for creative experimentations. The first
versions of this new phase featured small gold beads articulated on a flexible gold mesh. Subsequently, satin gold, colored enamels, precious stones and hardstones stones were adopted to morph the serpent scales in infinite variants crafted with meticulous attention to detail. The gold pentagon –shaped scales were
individually enameled, then fired in an oven before being pieced together with tiny screws. The creature acquired precious eyes, brought to life by shimmering
sapphires, rubies or diamonds. A fork –shaped tongue emerged from the mouth that concealed the watch dial.
The Bulgari Serpenti creations boast prestigious patrons like Elizabeth Taylor, spotted in Rome in the 1960s on the set of Cleopatra with a bracelet-watch in
yellow gold and diamonds with emerald eyes, specially designed for her by the Maison. The arbiter of New York fashion, Diana Vreeland, loved to wear her
customized Bulgari snake belt doubled up as a necklace. Consistent with the Brand’s constant pioneering drive for experimenting with materials, some recent
models were covered in rare wood, called “snakewood”, which boasts warm colour and exquisitely tactility, to underline the strong link between the snake
and nature’s primal force. Beyond the bracelet-watches, over the years the Serpenti line has been enriched with necklaces, rings, belts, gold clutches, and, with
the development of the Maison’s range of accessories in the Nineties, sunglasses and bags in precious leathers. The motif of the snake has thus expressed and
continues to express the multiform creativity of the Maison, at the same time as encapsulating its constant stylistic evolution.
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Serpenti bracelet-watch
in pink gold, 1957
Private Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold, 1959
Private Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch
in two-colour gold, 1960
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold, 1960
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in white gold, 1960
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in three-colour gold, 1960
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold, 1960
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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213

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in satined gold with diamonds, 1963
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold, ca. 1960
Private Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in white gold with diamonds, 1960
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in three-colour gold, 1970
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold and burnished steel, 1972
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold with lapis lazuli and sapphire, 1971
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in white gold with diamonds, 1972
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold, 1972
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold
and burnished steel, ca. 1975
Private Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch
in gold, 1974
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti Tubogas BVLGARI BVLGARI
bracelet-watch in two-colour gold, 1980
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet in gold
with ruby and diamonds, 1950
Private Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with rubies
and diamonds, 1954
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with emeralds
and diamonds, ca. 1955
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold
with rubies, 1955
Private Collection
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Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch in gold
with red enamel, rubies and diamonds, ca. 1958
Private Collection

Serpenti Tubogas bracelet-watch in gold
with rubies and diamonds, ca. 1960
Private Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with red
and green enamel and diamonds, 1965
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with black
and white enamel and diamonds, 1965
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet in gold
with jade, rubies and diamonds, 1965
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold, turquoise
and lapis lazuli with diamonds, ca. 1965
Private Collection Geneva
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229

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold
with polychrome enamel and fancy yellow
diamonds, ca. 1967
Private Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with white
and turquoise enamel and sapphires, 1967
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold
with polychrome enamel and emeralds, 1967
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold and platinum
with emeralds and diamonds, 1967
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with yellow
enamel, rubies and diamonds, ca. 1967
Private Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold and platinum
with rubies and diamonds, ca. 1967
Private Collection, Bologna
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with green
enamel, emerald and diamonds, 1969
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti necklace in gold with polychrome
enamel, sapphire, emeralds and diamonds, 1969
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with white
enamel, emeralds and diamonds, 1975
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with green
enamel, rubies and diamonds, 1975
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with black
enamel, emeralds and diamonds, 1975
Bulgari Heritage Collection

Serpenti belt in gold
with black enamel and diamonds, 2010
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti belt in gold with white and blue
enamel and diamonds, 1965
Private Collection, FD Gallery
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Serpenti belt in gold with white and pink
enamel and sapphires, 2010
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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Serpenti evening bag in gold
with diamond, 1978
Bulgari Heritage Collection
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247

Serpenti necklace in white gold
with emeralds and diamonds, 2016
Bulgari High Jewellery Collection
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Serpenti necklace in white gold
with onyx and diamonds, 2016
Bulgari High Jewellery Collection
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Serpenti necklace in pink gold
with snakewood and diamonds, 2016
Bulgari High Jewellery Collection
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Original sketch for a Bulgari Serpenti necklace
in platinum with chalcedony, rubies
and diamonds. Special creation dedicated
to Serpentiform Exhibition Singapore, 2017
Bulgari High Jewellery Collection

Flap cover bag Serpenti Forever
in multi-colour python skin featuring a rich
creative design inspired by a mix of jewels from
the Bulgari High Jewellery Collection.
Brass light gold plated Serpenti head closure in
white and black enamel with eyes in lapis lazuli.
Numbered limited edition of 68 pieces only
Bulgari Accessories Collection
Bulgari Serpenteyes Unique one-of-a-kind
white and pink gold plated frame enriched
with enamel inserts. Bi-color mirrored lenses
complete the Serpenti pattern, 2016
Bulgari Accessories Collection
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